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Welcome to a new era of mass detection,
where simplicity meets robustness to open
up a new world of possibilities. Here, we tell
the stories of four very different scientists,
discover the truth behind innovation,
and ask an important question:
where is your mass data?
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B

ack in 2013, the ACQUITY QDa Detector
was awarded a top spot in the inaugur al
TASIAs – The Analytical Scientist Innovation
Awards. Launched just months earlier by
Waters, the ACQUITY QDa immediately caught the
attention of the independent judging panel; one judge
noted: “[The QDa] turns MS into a regular detector that
can be operated by all users. Important improvement in
terms of reliability of the analysis.” Unlike many of the other
innovations in 2013, the ACQUITY QDa had a special
quality: the focus was on simplicity and robustness rather
than scoring points for being more sensitive, more accurate
or more complex. The ACQUITY QDa falls into a direction
of development that I like to call “sideways innovation,”
where the primary aim is to increase usability and adoption.
The Analytical Scientist Innovation Awards always focus
on the “potential impact” of the product. The Waters
nomination read: “Armed with MS data, separations
scientists can be more valuable and more confident
contributors to the laboratory. The ACQUITY QDa
Detector answers many of their questions: Did I synthesize
what I intended to and how do I know? Is this peak really
pure? Have I accounted for all components in my sample?
What is the component represented by this peak? Will my
method pass validation? The result: greater productivity.”
Just how accurate was this statement? Well, over the
last few months I’ve been speaking with QDa users who
have been directly impacted by the innovation introduced
exactly three years ago. And it’s fair to say the vision
within the nomination was prophetic; the ACQUITY
QDa has been Waters’ fastest selling MS product to date.
However, as Director of MS Development Daniel Kenny
notes on page 8, “... Many users will simply see it as ‘just
another detector,’ which I think is fantastic.” In other words,
mission accomplished...
Within the pages of this compendium, four ACQUITY
QDa users share their diverse stories, from speeding up
method development to building a perfect purification
platform to reporting low sugar levels in Australian beer.
What do all the stories share in common? The ease with
which mass detection was integrated into each workflow.
Is there a market for mass spectrometry with push-button
simplicity? Absolutely.
Rich Whitworth
Editor
www.waters.com/qda
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Ultra Pure Proof
Putting robust detection on
the frontlines of method
development and mass
confirmation.
By Alex Brien
Before joining the newly formed Reach
Separations in February 2012, I spent
five years at AstraZeneca in analysis
and purification (latterly as group lead
in reversed phase and chiral purification).
This experience gives me a good
perspective of both the needs of ‘big
pharma’ and, more recently, the needs of
a specialist separation solution provider.
My time at AstraZeneca allowed me
to get ‘hands on’ with a number of
chromatography and mass spectrometry
platforms, and provided me with an acute
awareness of the need for reliable data
and robust instrumentation – something
that was reinforced when I joined
Reach Separations.
Reach Separations started out of the
blocks very fast, in part because we had
the expertise to address enantiomer
separation challenges faced by the
pharmaceutical industry in light of tighter
regulations; indeed, we started out
primarily as a chiral chromatographyfocused business, serving the pharma
market. However, over the last four years,
we’ve branched out into agrochemical
and fine chemical markets and, as we’ve
grown, achiral work has become a much
bigger part of our business.
Key analytics
In addition to our chiral purification work
(we tackle everything from mg to kg
scale), we offer achiral purification services
to produce ‘ultra pure’ material that goes
onto later stage testing. We also work
with manufacturers at the opposite end
of the spectrum, by offering isolation and
the
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identification of impurities.  
When it comes to purification, the most
important (and challenging) aspect is the
analysis. From a separations standpoint,
we use several UPLC systems and we
also have an SFC equivalent – the Waters
ACQUITY UPC2. Those two separation
systems are now coupled with a Waters
ACQUITY QDa mass detector and this
allows us to cover any project that comes
into the laboratory.
We’ve had the QDa for 18 months –
with only one preventive maintenance
and zero downtime. The investment
coincided with a sudden surge in company
growth, and the need to expand our
mass detection capability. Prior to that,
we had been working with legacy singlequad mass spec systems that suffered
from reliability as well as compatibility
issues. The QDa was an obvious fit,
ticking several important boxes for our
lab. Firstly, it’s competitively priced – any
small but fast-growing lab will appreciate
this parameter; consequently, return on
investment is near unbeatable. Secondly,
compatibility with our UPLC and UPC2
systems was assured. Thirdly, because
we were growing rapidly, lab space was
at a premium, which is where the QDa
wins hands down – its small footprint is
what makes it feel more like a detector
than an MS system, and it fits neatly in
with the other modules. Of course, it also
needs to be able to do the job – and
we wouldn’t invest in a system that gives
results that are not comparable to other
service providers in our space. Mass data
quality from the QDa is excellent for our
needs and provides us with 100 percent
confidence in all our results.
Headache-free mass detection
Possibly the biggest plus point for the
QDa is its usability. As we ramped up
the business, we needed additional staff
members. Rather than wasting precious
resources on training fresh talent on the
nuances of quirky, old MS systems, we

“I think it’s the first
time I’ve felt that
mass detection has
truly integrated
itself with the rest
of the separation
workflow.”
could get them up and running with ease.
Indeed, the new members of our team
were quickly able to apply theoretical
knowledge of mass spectrometry to reallife samples, which reflects my opinion
that the ACQUITY QDa is one of the
most user-friendly pieces of equipment
on the market. Even so, if you’re running a
team of analysts with different experience
levels, it’s great to be able to confidently
rely on the ACQUITY QDa’s internal
calibration, which significantly reduces
the potential for operator error... In a
competitive contract environment, getting
analyses right first time is essential.
Even as an experienced user of mass
spectrometry, the ACQUITY QDa’s
usability is very welcome. I think it’s the
first time I’ve felt that mass detection has
truly integrated itself with the rest of the
separation workflow. Companies that
don’t have mass spectrometry ‘super users’
on staff finally have a way to access quality
mass data with confidence. The simple fact
that it can be treated like a pump or a UV
detector is a real bonus to our team.
On the other side of that coin, you do
sometimes have to remind yourself that you
are looking at mass spectrometry data. An
easy to use system needs backing up with
easy to use software. Here again, users of the
QDa are presented with a software package

“Companies that
don’t have mass
spectrometry
‘super users’ on
staff finally have a
way to access
quality mass data
with confidence.”
(Waters Empower 3 Chromatography Data
Software) that allows some of the easiest
data interpretation I’ve seen – another
huge plus.

It’s not a toy
With a focus on usability and affordability, it
might be tempting to consider the ACQUITY
QDa a plaything, and though it is relatively
fun to use, we throw it some serious tasks.
For example, we use it for mass confirmation
of samples as they enter and leave the lab.
We’ve started using it very heavily with the
UPC2 system for chiral separation method
development. We recently introduced ‘chiral
pooling,’ which allows us to analyze as many
as six compounds in a single run to assess
optimal conditions for separating isomers
(1). Without mass data, this would not be
possible – we’ve estimated that we are
running five times faster (55 samples a day)
than if we used conventional, sequential SFC
runs with UV detection alone. Any piece of
technology that enables higher throughput
is always welcome in a service environment.
Today, UPLC, UPC2 and QDa mass
detection is our frontline analytical platform.

Over the next 12 months, as we continue
to grow, I can expect to see us scaling up
that platform, including several more QDa
detectors. We feel it puts us in a great
position to serve our customers with topquality but very competitive analytical and
purification services.
If, like me, you’ve worked with (and
been frustrated by) legacy single-quad
MS systems in the past, you’ll likely
be surprised and delighted in equal
measure by the ACQUITY QDa’s
simplicity and robustness. If you’re new
to mass detection, you’ll have to settle
for delighted.
Alex Brien is Senior Purification Scientist at
Reach Separations, UK.
Reference
1.

http://www.waters.com/webassets/cms/library/
docs/720005792en.pdf

www.waters.com/qda
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Changing
the Rules
How simplified detectors can
provide mass data for every
analytical run and speed up
method development.
With access to multiple mass spectrometry
systems of varying degrees of sophistication,
Davy Guillarme (University of Geneva,
Switzerland) wasn’t actively looking for new
mass detection solutions. Nevertheless, the
Waters ACQUITY QDa mass detector
caught his eye. Why? Because it opens a new
door to mass spectral data. Here, Guillarme
– a chromatography specialist – explains why
simple but robust mass detection has found
an important role in method development
in his world: pharmaceutical analysis.
What are your analytical goals?
My field of expertise is liquid chromatography
(LC), supercritical fluid chromatography
(SFC) and their hyphenation with several
detectors, including UV, UV-DAD, ELSD,
fluorescence, MS, MS/MS and highresolution (HR)MS. Our laboratory is
particularly interested in investigating
modern LC and SFC technologies; for
example, the use of advanced columns
(sub-2µm porous particles or sub-3µm
superficially porous particles) in conjunction
with chromatographic systems at very
high pressures. Our overarching goal is
to develop ultra-fast and/or very highresolution separations for pharmaceutical
samples of varying levels of complexity –
and that means the analysis of small and very
large molecules in simple pharmaceutical
formulations, but also in biological fluids
(using suitable sample preparation).
What are the analytical challenges your
lab faces?
A few years ago, one of the main constraints
was the limited acquisition speed of mass
the
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spectrometers, when combined with
UHPLC. The problem has now been
largely resolved; most MS systems are now
able to meet the requirements of fast LC.
We now face two more practical
challenges when it comes to acquiring
mass data:
the inherent complexity of MS
instruments (particularly critical for
technicians and interns);
ii. the cost (both in terms of initial
purchase and ongoing maintenance).
i.

Another challenge, which emphasizes the
rapid development in mass spectrometry,
is the fact that MS systems can become
obsolete after only a few years. New
models are released so regularly that it’s
difficult to stay at the cutting edge when it
comes to sensitivity in a given application.
What MS systems do you have at
your disposal?
We have several MS systems from different
manufacturers, including two single
quadrupoles, two triple quadrupoles, one
TOF-MS, one QTOF/MS and one Orbitrap.
Depending on the application (targeted or
untargeted) and the required sensitivity, we
have the ability to hyphenate different inlet
instruments (capillary electrophoresis, LC
or SFC) to these MS platforms.
What motivated you seek
other solutions?
The MS systems in our laboratory are
somewhat expensive to operate and not
always convenient or easy to use, which
means they tend to be devoted to projects
that deal with the analysis of complex
matrices (for example, urine, blood, plasma,
cerebrospinal fluid, and plant extracts).
The significant operating costs (and the
high demand for the MS instruments) have
prevented us from using mass spectrometry
to speed up method development in
chromatography – even though it’s
known to be a very powerful tool. Over

the last few years, we have used various
commercial software packages, including
a peak match tool, for peak tracking based
on UV absorbance, for successful HPLC
method development. However, based
on our experience, we believed that the
method development process could be
faster and that the confidence in our results
would be increased with the help of mass
detection. To that end, the launch of the
QDa – a simple, relatively sensitive, lowcost mass detector, which was compatible
with our Empower chromatographic
software – caught my eye.
Notably, high-powered MS instruments
are not always needed. Sometimes, a
very simple mass detector can have a real
impact in the laboratory when it comes to
method development, which is now one
of the main roles of our QDa instrument.
How does QDa fit into your
current workflows?
QDa is based on proven technology
– the novelty of this system lies in its
miniaturized format, as well as the fact

“In my opinion,
the simplicity of
the QDa is
comparable with
spectroscopic
detectors, so can
even be used by
people with very
limited MS
backgrounds”
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that it is easy to use. In our laboratory, the
QDa is used for both service and research
projects; for example:
iii. faster HPLC/SFC method
development, using MS peak tracking;
iv. identification of impurities produced
during chemical synthesis or in a
commercial pharmaceutical product;
v. the analysis of small molecular
weight compounds in relatively
simple matrixes – especially when
UV sensitivity is not sufficient
or compounds do not possess
chromophores.
In our UHPLC-UV-QDa set-up, a dilution
pump with a splitter is included between
the UV and QDa detectors to attain
concentration levels that are compatible
with both detectors. In general, the QDa
is around 100 times more sensitive than a
UV detector (though this factor strongly
depends on the chemical nature of the
analyzed compounds); by using this setup, the signal of both detectors can be
recorded at the same time.
How would you assess the QDa from a
laboratory management standpoint?
From an economic point of view, the QDa
is extremely attractive, as the purchase and
operating costs are significantly lower than
any other MS instrument on the market.
In terms of lab efficiency, the QDa is
extremely easy to use and controlled by
Empower – a widely used chromatographic
package, which means that technicians and
interns can be trained to use the QDa
in less than one day! In my opinion, the
simplicity of the QDa is comparable with
spectroscopic detectors, so can even
be used by people with very limited MS
backgrounds. Thanks to these positive
features, we are now able to use mass
detection for more applications, improving
confidence in our results and increasing the
amount of information that can be gained
from a single injection.

Bench space in most laboratories is at a
premium – but because the QDa is fully
integrated with the UHPLC instrument, it
doesn’t take up additional space.
Another surprising advantage of the
QDa mass detector has to do with
comfort. The primary pumps of other MS
instruments are noisy and typically run
24/7, making laboratory environments
tiring. The QDa (and its primary pump)
can easily be switched off when not in use,
which is a clear advantage. After turning
the instrument on, only a few minutes are
needed before the system can analyze
samples. And because the primary pump
is much smaller than other MS devices, the
noise remains reasonable even when the
QDa is in use.
Will robust, simplified systems change
how mass detection is adopted?
Many laboratories could benefit from
the excellent sensitivity, high selectivity
and mass information provided by
mass spectrometry, which perfectly
complements chromatographic methods.
However, as noted above, such MS
instruments are not always available, either
because of the associated cost or a lack
of highly qualified technicians. The QDa

changes the rules. It has been specifically
designed for chromatographers and not for
mass spectroscopists – and it makes mass
detection much more affordable.
Where do you see the future of mass
detection in your field?
Mass detection is extremely useful in
analytical chemistry and will certainly
continue to develop at a rapid pace. I see
two different trends in the MS market. On
the one hand, many providers will continue
to offer MS instruments with increasingly
high performance; such state-of-theart instruments are obviously dedicated
to mass spectroscopists, with specific
training and expertise. For this category of
instruments, I suspect that IMS-MS will be
more and more widely used in the future.
On the other hand, there is a clear
drive towards making mass data more
accessible to non-mass spectroscopists (for
example, chromatographers). Here, lower
cost, simplified operation, reduced size,
and reduced maintenance are the most
important factors. In the future, I expect –
and would like to see – other types of mass
analyzer enter into this second category,
including triple quadrupole and time-offlight instruments.
www.waters.com/qda
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Trailblazing a New
Kind of Innovation
What are the challenges when
translating complexity into
simplicity – and how do we
measure success in such an
endeavor? Daniel Kenny, Director
of MS Development at Waters,
shares the motivation, inspiration
and celebration behind the
development of the ACQUITY
QDa Detector.
What was the starting point for
the ACQUITY QDa Detector?
We believe in the power of mass
spectrometry – what it can do and
what it can deliver. So we started by
considering what barriers were preventing
people from adopting MS technology –
affordability and footprint came into play,
but the big focus was on the question:
“Why is mass spectrometry seen as
being scary?” We knew that we needed
to address the complexity behind mass
spectrometry for our customers, which is
why accessibility and usability are integral
to the design of the ACQUITY QDa.
Most people will be aware of ‘triple
constraint’ triangles – but we were
working with a square, needing to balance
usability/robustness, miniaturization, cost,
and also performance. For example, with
the source, instead of trying to achieve
ultimate performance for any one
compound or any one assay, we focused
on ensuring good quality data for most
analyses, most of the time by simplifying
the design. Minimizing the degree of
compromise on any one corner of our
square required serious innovation.
Is that why the concept-to-product
timeline was longer than usual?
The ACQUITY QDa is an absolute
ground-up redesign of a mass
the
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spectrometer. Typically, new instruments
come about through evolution –
‘borrowing’ several components from
an existing product while introducing a
new innovation that boosts sensitivity,
for example. You don’t normally have to
reinvent absolutely everything for a new
instrument – especially when you already
have components that are fit for purpose.
However, this was not the case with the
QDa. I believe it was over four years from
first informal discussions to finally putting
the instrument in our customers’ hands.
Within that time, the ‘engineering model’
phase was essential, allowing us to make –
and learn – from mistakes as we focused
on miniaturizing and simplifying various
aspects of the evolving design.
Could you share some examples of
“ground-up” design in the QDa?
We filed numerous patent applications
for inventions related to the ACQUITY
QDa – and not the sort of patents that
we have historically filed (which tend
to be focused on performance – new
ways of manipulating ions, getting more
sensitivity, and so on). A good example
is the electrospray probe – something
that a user will almost certainly have to
interact with at some point, because the
capillaries within can become blocked or
deteriorate over time. We wanted to
make maintenance as painless as possible
(it takes quite a bit of a skill to dismantle a
typical probe and fit a new capillary) and
that led to a very different probe design.
The probe is an all-in-one component,
with the capillary already crimped to the
PEEK tube that will connect to the column
or UV detector. You can literally swap the
whole probe in a matter of seconds rather
than taking up to an hour to do so. And,
perhaps more importantly, the process
is more reproducible, which ensures
consistent performance that does not
rely upon on user aptitude. An all-in-one
design also allows us to minimize dead
volume – another benefit to the user.

Early ACQUITY QDa Detector engineering prototype

Another aspect of usability is robustness.
We’ve built the QDa detector as
something that is going to be used day in,
day out – perhaps by someone who may
not have worked with mass spectrometry
before. To that end, we assumed that
users were either not accustomed to –
or simply did not enjoy – cleaning the
sampling orifice or cone as they would
have to do in a typical electrospray MS
system. So instead of having a very small
sampling aperture at the apex of the
the
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sample cone, we decided to hide the
aperture down a tunnel that protects it
from spray that would lead to charging
problems over time. And with cost also in
mind, we engineered a solution that was
inexpensive and so easy to replace that
a novice can do it with confidence. The
component is effectively disposable; when
it becomes dirty or blocked, you vent the
instrument, throw the orifice in the trash
and insert a new one. And because the
pumping volume of the ACQUITY QDa

is very small, you can be up and running
again in another ten minutes.
Going back to the electrospray source,
in traditional mass spectrometry we have
almost infinite flexibility – we can move
the probe up and down, left and right,
we can move the capillary within the
probe, we can change the gas flow, the
temperature, entrance voltages. All the
variables allow us to optimize performance
for a given analytical need – but they also
add a great degree of complexity. In the

M as s D a t a M a d e Sim p l e
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Reverse cone geometry evolution

We applied the same rules to the
software – we wanted to maximize
usability and create something that will
be familiar to chromatographers. To that
end we locked down certain parameters
and automated complex tasks. But there’s
a lot going on ‘behind the scenes’, with
many ‘advanced’ (but little-used) settings
hidden from view and set to optimal
defaults. We also looked very closely at
the software interfaces we had in place
for other LC detectors, and tried as best
we could to use the same language and
terminology. We wanted interaction with
the ACQUITY QDa to be highly familiar
with chromatographers coming from a
UV or PDA detector background.
ACQUITY QDa, we reduced complexity
(and therefore flexibility) by designing a
completely pre-optimized geometry with
fixed gas flows and so on. The result: it
just works.
Many other engineering solutions
and innovations came into play during
development to bring the push-button
simplicity and footprint of the QDa Detector.
Clearly, there was a lot of hardware
innovation – what about software?

Was everyone involved as passionate
about the project as you?
It was one of those great times when we
had great deal of ‘buy in’ – everybody
understood the concept and was fully
focused on delivering it. It really was
a massive team effort – it took the
efforts of hundreds of people to make
the ACQUITY QDa happen. Without
the passion and determination, I don’t
think we could have achieved what we
set out to do: create an extremely user-

“The QDa is
actually our fastestselling mass
spectrometry
product – but
many users will just
see it as ‘simply
another detector,’
which I think is
fantastic. It means
we’ve succeeded!”
friendly mass detector with appropriate
performance at the right cost – and in a
format that fits into a regular HPLC stack.
Why has it taken so long for a mass
detector like the ACQUITY QDa?
I suspect there have been several
www.waters.com/qda
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ACQUITY QDa Sample Cone Robustness.

“The development
of the QDa – and
the response that
it’s received – has
emboldened us; we
now realize that
ultimate usability is
something that is
truly valued.”
attempts before – but they probably
strayed away from the original concept
and core objective. Sometimes it seems
safer to ‘hedge your bets’ and end up
with a product that is too far removed
from the initial remit. We were brave
enough to maintain the clarity around our
original vision right through to production
the
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– and I guess that’s quite unusual in a
performance-obsessed industry. By
choosing instead to focus on ease of use,
size and cost – and accepting that some
customers don’t need the highest levels
of sensitivity or the widest possible mass
range – we’ve found success where others
have failed, by opening up mass detection
to a new audience.
The development of the ACQUITY QDa
– and the response that it’s received (both
internally and externally) – has emboldened
us; we now realize that ultimate usability
is something that is truly valued. We’ve
recognized that we can successfully move
in a new direction of innovation and I am
sure that will be reflected in products
that we commercialize in the future.
Waters has always driven by performance
(and we see ourselves as ahead of the
technology curve in the marketplace) –
now, we will also be driven by the need
to provide a well-rounded experience for
our customers.
The ACQUITY QDa is actually our
fastest-selling mass spectrometry product
– but many users will simply see it as ‘just
another detector,’ which I think is fantastic. It
means we’ve succeeded! We never wanted

to supplant UV detection, which is still a
gold standard for many things, rather we
wanted to supplement UV with additional
valuable information that was previously out
of reach. Witnessing the uptake of QDa,
and seeing customers benefit from what
we have achieved is immensely satisfying.
Disruptive products tend to spur
surprise applications – has anything
caught your eye?
In the beginning and through development,
we were aiming the ACQUITY QDa
squarely at (liquid) chromatographers –
and so yes, some applications have been
unexpected and also very interesting. For
example, we’ve heard of QDa detectors
being wheeled around on laboratory
trolleys to take the analysis to the sample
– others are being used in fume-hoods
to monitor reactions. And we literally
put one into a rucksack and carried it
to the top of a mountain to do analysis
with a special prototype probe. Many
of these exciting applications are ‘pointof-use’ direct analyses that simply take
advantage of being able to do something
new. And that’s perhaps more satisfying
than anything else.

M as s D a t a M a d e Sim p l e

Building a Perfect
Purification
Platform
Adding 90,000 novel candidates
to our compound collection each
year is challenging. Choosing the
right technology is crucial – so
it’s great when innovation makes
the decision clear-cut.
By Gerard Rosse
Dart NeuroScience is one of the largest
privately owned biotech companies in
San Diego with around 250 employees
– and we have an interesting focus:
memory. More specifically, our aim is to
develop new technologies and therapies
that can maintain or improve memory
function and cognitive vitality.
Much of our research is built on
the work of Tim Tully, who was a
professor and Head of the Division of
Neurogenetics at Cold Spring Harbor

Laboratory in New York before founding
Dart NeuroScience – he’s now our
Executive Vice President of R&D and
Chief Scientific Officer. In brief, Tully
discovered the important role that the
CREB gene plays in the formation of longterm memory; our target compounds
aim to modulate that CREB pathway.
Curating a compound collection
I’ve worked in the pharmaceutical
industry for more than 15 years – starting
at Hoffmann-La Roche in Switzerland
before moving over to the US to join
Sanofi-Aventis and then Cephalon/
Teva. I joined Dar t NeuroScience
in 2011 to help build the Structure
Guided Chemistry department – an
essential component of our ambitious
program. My group has a very specific
mission: to develop novel technologies
and chemistries to create a proprietary
and prospective compound collection
designed from 3D surface features of
proteins. When I joined the company,
my first job was to build a technology
platform for the automated synthesis,
purification and analysis of compounds.
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Our aim is to add 90,000 compounds to
the collection each year, so it’s certainly
a large-scale project with a number of
challenges. Our laboratory looks like
something in between a manufacturing
plant and a typical research lab...
For each compound, we begin with
structural information provided by
the chemical design team and develop
the chemistry to synthesize an array
of compounds. When the synthesis
development phase is completed, it is
passed to the library synthesis team,
who not only synthesize the compound
but also perform preliminary quality
control to guide purification. Next, the
purification and separation team conduct
all the necessary purification steps and
perform a final quality control step
before the pure compound (typically
around 13 mg) is added to our compound
collection. At that point, the compounds
are available for biological assay tests or
high-throughput screening projects.
Defining ‘fit for purpose’
Clearly, purification and QC testing
are critical steps of the whole process.

Example of the different stages of compound analysis and separation

www.waters.com/qda
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And using the right analytical tools is
key. Right at the beginning, as I noted
earlier, we perform preliminary QC on
the whole crude compounds. Based on
those results, our analysts – through a
semi-automated workflow – confirm
which compound will be the focus of the
purification process. After purification
another QC step is performed as the
compound is transferred from the
fraction tubes to the corporate vial,
where it is stored in a DMSO stock
the
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solution. Here, a final QC step provides
the data that is linked to the compound
in the library.
Our platform is about 75 percent
SFC and 25 percent (HP)LC. SFC is
our predominant method because
it’s faster and more cost effective; in
purification, we’ve found that SFC
allows pooled fractions to be dried
down about 10 times faster than HPLC
and reduces solvent use and waste
by a third – you can read more here:

www.waters.com/dart. The introduction
of ACQUITY UPC 2 was a gamechanger for us, because it allows us to
analytically support SFC purification.
All of our separation instruments are
hyphenated with mass spectrometry,
which we use to complement UV and
evaporative light scattering detection
(ELSD). Our MS systems are a mixture
of older single-quadrupole instruments,
such as the SQD and SQD2, and several
newer ACQUITY QDa mass detectors.

M as s D a t a M a d e Sim p l e

“We run thousands
of purifications and
analyses each month
– all instruments are
running 24/7 – so
maintenance is
always a key
concern.”

I n te r ms of pe r for ma nce a nd
reproducibility, the SQ detectors and
ACQUITY QDa are comparable. And
both detectors are fully compatible with
our UPLC and SFC techniques, which is
clearly essential. We use the ACQUITY
QDa with our Waters Prep 100q SFC
System – an open-bed collection MSdirected system – and in our ACQUITY
UPLC and UPC 2 analytical platforms,
which gives us confidence across the
whole platform.

Mass detection for the pragmatist
Frankly, I’ve been waiting for many years for
a mass detector like the ACQUITY QDa.
In fact, I openly asked several vendors,
“Could you please make something
smaller, cheaper and easier to use?” For
our application, we simply don’t need all
the capability of advanced MS systems,
so I was very pleased when the QDa
detector came onto the market. Almost
immediately, we tested its capability, found
that it met our needs and invested.
Importantly, the ACQUITY QDa is
capable of doing an auto calibration and
automated resolution verification; at the
push of a button, the instrument is quickly
up and running, and we are assured of data
reproducibility. That’s a major difference
for the user – there are few parameters
that must be defined, which makes mass
spectrometry much simpler. And if you need
to train a new scientist, there is little training
to be done. Chromatographers who may
have been hesitant to use mass detection in
the past should probably revisit the option.
We run thousands of purifications and
analyses each month – all instruments are
running 24/7 – so maintenance is always
a key concern. We’re pushing everything
to the limit; I guess we’re the perfect
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test lab for instrument robustness tests!
Fortunately, the ACQUITY QDa requires
very little maintenance; there are very few
parts that need to be changed – but, for
those that do, the job is virtually foolproof.
A couple of pragmatic points: first, the
ACQUITY QDa can run on a 110-volt
supply (particularly important here in the
USA). It may seem like a trivial thing but,
with other systems, putting in additional
higher voltage lines is another cost added
to infrastructure. The QDa just plugs into
a regular socket, which is very convenient.
I’ll also add that it’s surprisingly quiet,
which should not be taken so lightly –
good laboratory design should always take
the noise factor into account.
All of the above factors add up to one
important reality: it’s very easy to build a
business case for investing in ACQUITY
QDa mass detection. Indeed, if the
ACQUITY QDa had been available when
we first built our purification and analytical
platforms, I would have had no hesitation in
using ACQUITY QDa systems throughout
– perhaps a few with the high performance
pump for added flexibility in terms of
sensitivity. For general applications,
especially in small molecule analysis, the
ACQUITY QDa is the mass detection
instrument of the future.
I for one would welcome the approach
that Waters has taken with the ACQUITY
QDa for our whole platform. SFC has
seen some serious breakthroughs in the
last few years, several from Waters – and
I hope they continue innovating in this
area. Making all instrumentation robust,
low maintenance, and more accessible
to a wider group of users can only be a
good thing when it comes to our kind of
workflow. The ACQUITY QDa Detector
is a huge step forward in this regard and
could well revolutionize analytical chemistry
– and the use of MS – in many laboratories.
Gerard Rosse is Associate Director, Structure
Guided Chemistry at Dart NeuroScience,
San Diego, California, USA.
www.waters.com/qda
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Mission
Improbable:
Rapid Total Sugar
Reporting
How mass detection allows us to
tell the beautiful truth about beer.
By Larissa Burns

the

Analytical Scientist

I’ve been working at Lion as their analytical
specialist for eight years, predominantly
using and developing methods for the
enviable task of analyzing beer. I have
around 20 years of chromatography
experience in several different fields,
including food and pharma – and I’m
pleased to say I still love analytical
chemistry and chromatography; there’s
always a sense of discovery as you tackle
new challenges. You never quite know
where the problem solving process might
take you – but it’s exciting when you
get there.

Lion has around 6700 employees in
Australia and New Zealand, making it
one of the largest food and beverage
companies. There are essentially two
parts to the business: “Dairy & Drinks”
and “Beer, Spirits & Wine” – but beer
production is a huge part of what we do.
Many readers will be familiar with our
XXXX beer and Tooheys brands, but
we’ve also got a fast-growing craft beer
portfolio (led by our James Squire brand)
and we also produce international beers,
including Heineken, Guinness and Kirin
under strict license agreements.

M as s D a t a M a d e Sim p l e

Sweet focus
Each of our breweries has a laboratory
for quality control analysis. I work
in a centralized lab that focuses on
supporting our brewery operations at
a higher level, with a focus on spotting
trends or gathering information across
our portfolio. For example, we might
perform projects that focus on calcium
levels, cer tain hop compounds, or
volatile aroma compounds. We’re also
there to support the quality control
(QC) labs if they detect a problem
by troubleshooting to deter mine
what might be going wrong in the
brewing process.

“Because we were
able to combine
mass information
with retention
times, we were a
lot more confident
in the results that
we generated.”
Lately, we’ve been working on several
projects that demand the quantitation
of low levels of sugar. Sugar analysis
isn’t something new to us – we monitor
sugar levels at various early stages of the
brewing process. However, Lion was also
interested in monitoring fermentation
profiles to completion – and we wanted
to introduce voluntary nutritional panels
across our beer portfolio. The latter
feeds into a larger education program

called “Beer the Beautiful Truth,” which
aims to bust common myths about beer
and communicate some analyticallysupported evidence, including the fact
that Lion’s beers contain, on average,
less than 0.1 percent total sugar.
We were using electrochemical
detection to measure the relatively
high levels of sugar in wort (the liquid
extracted from the mashing process),
but when it came to beer quantitation,
it was much more challenging because
of the inherently low sugar levels.
Our runtimes were long, we were
struggling with sensitivity, and there
were some interferences. It’s fair to
say we were working at the limit, so
it seemed the opportune time to seek
out alternatives. The Waters ACQUITY
UPLC H-Class with ACQUITY QDa
mass detector was a combination that
had a lot going for it – not least the
fact that Waters demonstrated a costeffective and robust proof of concept
for our application. Another important
factor in our decision to go with the
ACQUITY QDa was the fact that it was
easy to use – you switch it on, wait for
it to complete its start-up cycle, and
you’re ready to run samples. We were
already familiar with Empower software,
so that made the decision even easier.
Working with a mass detector is much
like working with any other detector –
you set up your sample set, add your
vials, and hit “go.” When you come back
after the run, even the data processing
is similar to what you’d expect with
something like a PDA detector. Our
method makes things slightly more
complicated, because we’re monitoring
six sugars at four different ion masses,
so we need four channels. But we found
pretty quickly that it’s really not that
different to running an LC system with
one channel.
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and typically around 5 percent alcohol,
it’s actually a pretty complex mixture;
there are proteins, carbohydrates,
sugars, hop compounds, esters, and
so on – but all at low concentrations.
Notably, the contract analytical food
labs that we approached about sugar
analysis in beer could not offer the
repor ting limit we were looking
for – they typically deal with higher
concentrations (as found in other foods).
So we had to develop our own method.
The QDa mass detector is sensitive
enough to work at the concentration
levels of sugars we are interested in
(LOD is around 1–2µg/mL) but crucially,
by combining retention time and mass
information, we are also now able to
achieve greater selectivity.
In the nutritional project mentioned
above, we needed to analyze around
1500 samples in just a couple of weeks
– and it was quite a task. Put simply,
we couldn’t have done it without the
new system. With the old system, each
injection would have taken 30 minutes,
and we needed to get through 100
samples per day – sadly, there aren’t
50 hours in a day... Upgrading to the
ACQUITY UPLC and QDa as a package
was fantastic – we got a double boost
to our method. Each injection is around
5 minutes, so we could run 100 samples
overnight, doing the sample preparation
and data processing during the day.
Ultimately, that means getting through
our work much faster. And because we
were able to combine mass information
with retention times, we were a lot
more confident in the results that we
generated. It’s great to have the power
of mass data in our lab without the
usual headaches – or the need for a
mass spectrometrist!

Confidence in the beautiful truth
Even though beer is 90 percent water
www.waters.com/qda
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METHODS DEVELOPMENT WORKFLOWS

POTENTIAL ISSUES DURING
METHOD DEVELOPMENT

Option 1

Option 2

Rapid Scouting

Screening

• “Go to” LC column
• Standard gradient
• Low/High pH

• 4-6 Columns
• ACN & MeOH
• Low/High pH

Peak Homogeneity

Define System &
Verify Performance

Peak Identification

Define Criteria
UV spectra alone are often sufficient
to identify a peak. However it can be
challenging or impossible to identify a
peak using UV spectra alone when:- An analyte is non-chromophoric
- Two analytes have very similar UV
absorbance (example above)

Peak homogeneity can be evaluated
using UV spectra alone, however, the
presence of non-chromophoric peak
co-elutions or co-elutions with
extreme concentration differences
can result in peaks being incorrectly
considered homogeneous. In
addition “summed” spectra from
co-eluting peaks may not always flag
the peak homogeneity.

Gradient
slope

pH

Optimization
Temperature

Final Method Selection using
Empower Scoring Reports
the

Analytical Scientist

Peak Tracking

Other
Parameters

The challenges  in Peak Identification
and Peak Homogeneity, when relying
on UV spectra alone, can result in
inefficient peak tracking. In addition,
solvatochromic effects, particularly
when changing pH, can lead to
changes in the analyte UV spectra
resulting in further uncertainty.

M as s D a t a M a d e Sim p l e

CHALLENGES OR INEFFICIENCIES
WITHOUT MASS DETECTION
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IMPROVED WORKFLOW WITH MASS DETECTION

"Repeat injections of
individual standards to assist in
peak tracking
"Availability of traditional MS
resource for peak identification

The Mass Analysis window in Empower 3 combines UV and mass data
together in the same view. Peaks in the UV trace are annotated with mass
information to provide rapid identification and confidence. The orthogonal
mass detector data enables the identification of non-chromophoric
analytes and provides further selectivity where UV spectra are
inconclusive.

Complementary mass spectra used in peak purity assessment can: (1)
immediately confirm a non-chromophoric coelution, (2) confirm the identity
of coeluting analyte where “summed” UV spectra is inconclusive, and (3)
confirm the presence of a coelution where extreme concentration
differences mask the minor peak spectrum.

Retention Time Summarized by Assigned Mass
pH
1

pH = 3.0

2

pH = 4.0

182
(min)

196
(min)

202
(min)

224
(min)

2.141

2.695

3.265

2.415

0.813

2.149

3.275

258
(min)

286
(min)

300
(min)

316
(min)

342
(min)

4.011

1.783

2.902

2.371

2.216

4.021

2.190

2.474

2.697

2.556

Method released sooner and with confidence!

Delays in the development
of a method through
reliance on:

Redevelopment of the method

"Injection of individual
standards to evaluate peak
co-elutions/homogeneity
"Availability of traditional MS
resource for confirmation

Risks of releasing a method that includes an undetected or unresolved analyte

Delays in the development
of a method through
reliance on:

Regulatory risks

"Repeat injections of individual
standards for peak identification
"Availability of traditional MS
resource for peak identification

Delay in product release

Delays in the development
of a method through
reliance on:

In addition to immediate visual certainty in the Mass Analysis Window,
Empower 3 FR3 introduces further peak tracking functionality. It is possible
to track and report peaks using the new Assigned Mass field, showing a
characteristic analyte mass tracked across experiments.

www.waters.com/qda
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Increasing
Specificity and
Sensitivity in
Routine Peptide
Analyses Using
Mass Detection
with the ACQUITY
QDa Detector
By Robert E. Birdsall and Sean M.
McCarthy, Waters Corporation.
Peptide analyses are frequently used
during protein-based biotherapeutics
development, to assess critical quality
attributes (CQAs) of candidate molecules
(1, 2). Throughout the development
process, many optical based assays, often
developed from mass spectrometric
based characterization, are used to
assess product identity, purity, and
monitor CQAs. While optical detection
provides a level of assurance, often there
is a need to add an orthogonal detection
technique, such as mass detection, to
improve specificity, expand detection
limits, and increase confidence about peak
homogeneity (3). The ACQUITY QDa
Detector provides a simple and costeffective solution for the acquisition of
optical and MS-based data, for increased
specificity in routine peptide monitoring
assays associated with monoclonal
antibodies (mAbs), while strengthening
conf idence in the biother apeutic
production environment.
Experimental
An ACQUITY UPLC Peptide CSH
Column was conditioned as outlined
by the column care and use manual.
the

Analytical Scientist

Figure 1. Peptide mapping with the ACQUITY QDa Detector. A peptide map of trastuzumab was acquired
using A) optical and B) mass spectral detectors simultaneously. Unique masses identified from the mass
spectra collected for each peak were used to generate an XIC, confirming multiple species were co-eluting in
the chromatographic region containing the CDR peptide L3 and its deamidated form L3D.

Chemical reagents were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich and used as received.
Sequence grade modified trypsin from
Promega was used to prepare a digest of
trastuzumab (reduced and alkylated) at a
concentration of 0.5 mg/mL, as outlined
by the manufacturers’ protocol.
ACQUITY QDa Detector settings
Sample rate: 2 points/sec
Mass range: 350–1250 Da
Cone voltage: 10 V
Capillary voltage: 1.5 kV
Probe temperature: 500 °C
Results and Discussion
Optical based assays are often used in the
biotherapeutic production environment
to assess CQAs that impact product
efficacy and safety. For biotherapeutics,
such as mAbs, monitoring peptides that
contain complementary determining
region (CDR) sequences are critical in
assuring product identity, and to ensure
safety standards (4, 5). Optical based

techniques that are easily deployed
and universally accessible across sites
are often used in the development of
peptide map profile assays.
A s s h o w n i n F i g u r e 1A , a
chromatographic region containing critical
peptides such as the CDR peptide (L3)
and its associated deamidated form (L3D)
are eluting with non-related neighboring
peptides (5). These factors, combined
with baseline noise associated with the
use of formic acid, raise the possibility of
peak heterogeneity, which can impact
the accurate assessment of CQAs.
Optimization of such peptide map profiles
may require an iterative process where
parameters such as gradient, column,
temperature, solvent, and ion-pairing
agents are systematically changed and
evaluated to produce robust separations
and ensure peak homogeneity.
With the addition of the ACQUITY
QDa Detector into existing workflows,
accurate assessment of CQAs can
be made with minimal impact on

A p p li c a t io n N o te
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could otherwise impact the accuracy
of quantification, when using optical
based techniques.

Figure 2. SIR with the ACQUITY QDa Detector. A) Timed SIRs were programmed
to acquire non-deamidated (m/z 664.73, m/z 996.59) and deamidated (m/z 665.05, m/z 997.08) masses
from 30.00 – 36.50 min and 36.50–43.00 min, respectively for the L3 peptide containing a CDR sequence
(underlined). B) Resulting ion chromatograms for each species were summed using a derived channel and
plotted with a y-axis offset of 3 x 106 (non-deamidated form) and 5 x 106 (deamidated form) to contrast

Conclusion
Developing efficient methods for the
accurate assessment of CQAs that
impact product efficacy and safety are
highly desirable in the biopharmaceutical
production environment. This study has
demonstrated orthogonal detection
techniques, such as mass detection, can
be readily adapted to existing workflows
for increased specificity and sensitivity in
routine monitoring assays.
The ACQUITY QDa Detector in
conjunction with Empower 3 CDS
Software affords a means for costeffective mass detection, with increased
productivity, and confidence in the
development and analysis of routine
monitoring assays.
For full experiment set up and more
information, download the full application
note: www.waters.com/720005377

the two unique data channels.

productivity, or the need to modify
chromatographic methods.
Using the Empower CDS Software,
optical data (Figure 1A) was analyzed to
generate an extracted ion chromatogram
(XIC) profile (Figure 1B) using mass
spectral information acquired with the
ACQUITY QDa Detector. From the XIC
profile, multiple species were confirmed
to be coeluting with the critical pair of
interest, demonstrating the ACQUITY
QDa Detector’s ability to enable rapid
assessment of peak homogeneity through
the addition of mass detection.
Difficult separations that contain partial
or perfectly coeluting peptide species
can require extensive optimization and
often result in marginal improvements
in separation efficiency and subsequent
quantification. The ACQUITY QDa
Detector features the ability to perform

Single-Ion-Recording (SIR) for maximum
specificity and sensitivity in routine assays
such as peptide mapping profiles.
For peptides with characterized elution
times, such as the L3 peptide species
containing a critical CDR sequence,
timed SIR events can be entered under
the advanced option through the
instrument method setup screen within
the instrument method. As shown in
Figure 2A, two timed SIR events were
programmed to acquire the +2 and +3
charge state for the non-deamidated
(L3), and main deamidated (L3D) form
of the L3 peptide species.
Through the use of SIRs, only ions
exhibiting the mass of interest are
recorded as shown in Figure 3B, resulting
in two chromatograms that exhibit high
signal to noise ratio (SNR), and are free
of co-eluting species (Figure 1) that
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Seamless
Integration of
Mass Detection
into the UV
Chromatographic
Workflow
By Paula Hong, John Van Antwerp, and
Patricia McConville, Waters Corporation.
A liquid chromatography (LC) system
that includes an ultraviolet (UV) detector
serves as the chromatographer’s traditional
method development tool. Incorporating
mass detection capabilities enhances the
analytical range and efficacy of such systems.
Specifically, it provides the chromatographer
with additional analytical capabilities, including
the detection of analytes that give no UV
response; identifying non-homogeneous or
coeluting peaks; providing information to
help identify a novel or unknown sample
component; and tracking peaks.
In the past, setting up and verifying the
performance of quadrupole instruments
before acquiring mass data required
significant expertise. This process includes
multiple steps such as calibration and tuning
the detector for a specific analyte and
chromatographic conditions. Consequently,
for analysts new to mass spectrometry, such
a process can present a significant challenge.
In recent years, instrument developers
have invested heavily in improving
the reliability and ease of use of mass
spectrometry hardware, and many of
these improvements have lead to increased
system stability and more robust equipment.
Automation of the hardware and acquisition
software has also been an area of focus.
These technological advances have given
rise to mass detectors that are as intuitive
to operate as UV detectors, and capable of
the
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Figure 1. Empower 3 Software provides a view of mass and UV chromatograms and spectra. The UV
chromatogram can be labeled with most intense ion at the peak apex. This view provides the tools for
streamlined peak tracking and identification of coeluting peaks.

generating high-quality mass-spectral data
(1). This white paper will describe integrating
one such mass detector, the ACQUITY
QDa Detector, with chromatography data
software (CDS), Empower 3 Software, into
the UV chromatographic workflow.
Automated startup
Mass detection provides many benefits to
UV liquid chromatographic separations,
from providing an orthogonal mode
of detection to streamlining method
development. Yet mass spectrometers
typically require a start-up procedure that
is manual and can be time-consuming.
However, with the ACQUITY QDa
Detector, startup is fully automated.
Operating the system from a cold
start requires simply turning it on. The
instrument’s automated startup tests
include a source pressure test, critical readback checks, and calibration and resolution
verification – all occurring within minutes
of startup. The calibration and resolution
verification tests use an internal calibrant,
which eliminates the need for separate
sample preparation. If a calibration check
is required, the analyst can select it from
a drop-down menu. Once run, the
calibration check automatically generates a

report that evaluates the results and applies
the new data as an updated calibration.
Empower 3 Software simplifies adding
mass detection to a chromatography
project even further. For example, analysts
wishing to collect mass detection create the
appropriate system in the software, and
select the appropriate detection techniques
in the project. Like photodiode-array (PDA)
detection, mass detection is included in
the software as a project option and is
incorporated into the instrument method.
Acquiring mass spectral data with
minimal adjustments
For MS quantification studies, optimizing
the various MS detection parameters is
often necessary. This process, which can
include adjusting parameter settings that
affect ionization, can prove time-consuming
and challenging. If the parameters are not
chosen carefully, the response of the
analytes can be negatively affected. With
the advancements in mass detection
hardware and software, the ACQUITY
QDa Detector requires adjustment of far
fewer parameters. Defining an instrument
method requires selecting a function (fullscan or selected ion recording (SIR))
and a mass range or value. The default

W hi te P ap e r
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automated mass detector, such as the
ACQUITY QDa Detector, controlled by a
compliant-ready data system like Empower
3 Software provides these benefits:

Automatically generated, the XIC is an
overlay of the extracted-ion chromatograms
corresponding to the apex base peak
extracted from the TIC for each integrated
UV peak (Figure 2).
The spectral information for each peak
appears in the upper portion of the screen.
It shows the UV and mass spectra. To help
identify possible coelutions, these spectra
can be displayed as three separate views:

• Simple on/off capability of the
mass detector, reducing startup
time and enabling data acquisition
within minutes.
• Using an “intelligent” CDS system,
mass detection can be integrated as
part of the workflow by selecting the
appropriate instrument modules and
detection capability from among the
project properties.
• Automated startup and instrument
checks provide greater confidence
in results.
• Reviewing both chromatographic and
spectral results from UV and mass
detectors in a single window enables
efficient, peak-by-peak data review.
• The ability of mass detection to
identify coeluting peaks provides
additional information.

1. the base peak at apex (Figure 1);
2. a combined view that shows the apex
and (average) combined spectra;
3. a purity view, which displays the
leading, apex, and trailing segments
of a peak (Figure 2). This combined
view is assembled automatically
according to specifications in the
processing method.

With the addition of an automated mass
detector that has been designed to be a
synergistic element of a chromatographic
system, analytical chemists performing
UV chromatographic separations now
have the ability to significantly increase
their method development capabilities
without the complexity of a traditional
mass spectrometer.

Conclusions
Analytes that lack a UV-detectable
chromophore require a means of
orthogonal detection such as mass
detection. Until recently, incorporating
mass detection as part of the UV
chromatographic workflow has required
MS method development and instrument
expertise. Also, reviewing chromatographic
and spectral data for both detectors has
traditionally meant viewing each set of
data separately, making data evaluation
burdensome. Utilizing an intuitive,

To learn how easily results can be
summarized as a report and for more
information on how mass detection aids
method development, please view the full
version of this white paper:
www.waters.com/720005054

Figure 2. For the analysis of an API and related impurities, UV detection alone indicates the presence of four
analytes by the number of chromatographically separated peaks. The addition of mass detection suggests the
presence of two coeluting analytes present in peak 4. Analysis of the leading, apex, and trailing segments of
the peak demonstrate varying ion ratios of the two major ions, thereby confirming the coelution.

settings provide quality data for a range of
compounds. If adjustment is necessary, a
few key parameter settings, each relating
to a specific chromatographic property,
are adjustable. For example, the probe
temperature relates mostly to flow rate
and mobile phase composition. The
capillary voltage relates mostly to flow
rate. The cone voltage is truly samplespecific, and the data rate is defined by
chromatographic peak width and the
“range” of the MS data to be acquired.
Comprehensive mass and UV spectral
data review
Historically, integrating mass-spectral data
into the workflow of a chromatographer
performing UV analysis has proven
challenging. Both sets of data can contain
individual chromatographic and spectral
windows. Processing and reviewing the
results of studies is, therefore, often
cumbrous, requiring evaluation of UV
and mass-spectral data individually. By
providing a single window for reviewing
mass and UV information simultaneously
(Figure 1), Empower 3 Software simplifies
data evaluation.
The chromatographic display appearing in
the lower portion of the window includes
both the UV chromatogram and mass
data – a total-ion chromatogram (TIC)
and in its bottom trace an extracted-ion
chromatogram (XIC) for the separation.
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